Using the RMIT Design Archives website to access material remotely

If you are unable to visit the RMIT Design Archives, you can still access over
12,000 records on our website, including over 7,000 with images and pdfs. This
guide will help you navigate our website.

Collection Highlights
The Collection Highlights allows you to browse through a range of collections
which have some material digitised for your research and enjoyment. Many of
these collections also have objects which have been catalogued but not yet
digitsed (or for copyright reasons are unable to be published online), so you
can view the full list of catalogued materials in the Advanced Search section, by
searching by Collection Title. Select the collection you wish to see in the drop
down menu as pictured below.

If you would like to know further information about a catalogue record, you
can contact our team at rmitdesignarchives@rmit.edu.au and we will be happy
to assist where possible.

Collection Inventories
Each collection has a listing of its holdings available for you to view in PDF
format. The Collection Inventories is organised by design discipline, then
donation. As there is sometimes more than one donation relating to a
collection, there may be more than one inventory. If there is something in the
inventory which you cannot find catalogued on the website, you can contact
our team at rmitdesignarchives@rmit.edu.au for more information.

Zooming in on images
To view images at full resolution, click on the catalogue record which you
would like to look at in detail.

Once the catalogue page has loaded, right click ‘Open image in new tab’.

The full-size image should load. You can click on it with the magnifying glass to
zoom in and out.

Downloading of images for personal use
Users can download reproductions of collection material from the RMIT Design
Archives for study and research purposes, in accordance with the Copyright Act
1968. Reproductions of collection material do not include permission to
publish, post online, or exhibit. These actions require the permission of the
copyright holder. Please refer to our Copyright for Researchers information
page on the website for further information.

Ordering reproductions of material
The RMIT Design Archives can provide high resolution copies of most collection
material for publication, at a small cost. Price lists, and details on how to
request reproductions is available on our Ordering copies of Design Archives
collection material page.

